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Assessment of Advanced Dispatching
Measures for Recovering Disrupted
Railway Traffic Situations
Francesco Corman and Andrea D’Ariano
As a result of the interaction between trains, such disturbances can
propagate as knock-on delays to other trains in the network. During
the disruption, dispatchers need to alter the plan with regard to train
travel times, orders, and routes required to recover the feasibility of
disrupted operations, under the shortage of spare railway capacity and
several delayed trains.
Operational traffic management in large and busy networks is
typically based on train plans that are defined offline, even in the
presence of blocked tracks. In the Netherlands, so-called emergency
timetables are used as a response to disrupted operations (formally
defined as some track blocked for more than 30 min and causing
trains to be delayed by more than 5 min). Emergency timetables are
defined to cope with all possible infrastructure malfunctions and
further grouped in disruptions of similar characteristics to limit the
total number of cases considered (1,200 emergency timetables are
currently considered).
Figure 1 shows an example of an emergency timetable. The disruption under discussion is reported graphically in regard to the infrastructure unavailability, namely a block on one of the two tracks from
Dordrecht and Lage Zwaluwe (left) to Zevenbergen and Roosendaal
(right). Figure 1 describes the situation—one of the two tracks between
Lage Zwaluwe and Zevenbergen is blocked—and the modifications
to passenger services (Reizigerstreinen) in relation to line number,
details, and control region. The modifications to passenger services
are in the area named Randstad South and are as follows: Services 600
and 9300 are kept running (blijft rijden), while Line Series 2100 and
5100 are canceled (opheffen) between the stations of Dordrecht and
Roosendaal, and Lage Zwaluwe and Oudenbosch, respectively.
Optimization methodologies to support dispatchers in developing
operations strategies for responding to major traffic disruptions on
busy railways are studied. Managing disrupted traffic is one of the
most challenging dispatching tasks on railroads with high-density
passenger traffic to be operated on reduced infrastructure. Experienced traffic controllers have developed strategies allowing them
simply to foresee possible disruptions well in advance and to take
compensatory control actions on the basis of local information. Dispatchers reschedule the route setting plan only when trains experience a considerable delay. However, during exceptional situations
their experience and planned emergency timetables cannot support
them in understanding the complete consequences of the intended
rescheduling actions.
Decision support tools are thus needed to help dispatchers manage disruptions. The solution presented in this paper is based on
the idea that the computer evaluates several predefined scenarios to
make a decision about which of these scenarios would be the most
favorable.

Railway timetables are developed to make operations robust and resilient to small delays. However, disturbances perturb the daily plan, and
dispatchers need to adjust the plan to keep operations feasible and to
limit delay propagation. For large infrastructure disruptions, the available railway capacity is reduced, and the timetable could become infeasible. The paper studies how to support dispatchers in the management
of traffic flow during disruptions. A set of disruption resolution scenarios
to manage seriously disturbed traffic conditions in large networks is
investigated. For instance, in the case of track blockage, train services
can be canceled, rerouted in the disrupted dispatching area, or rerouted
in other areas while still with the same origin and destination. Feasible
and efficient operations schedules are found quickly by an advanced decision support system for dispatching known as ROMA (railway traffic
optimization by means of alternative graphs), which is based on microscopic detail and can handle large areas by decomposition. Detailed performance indicators can be computed to let dispatchers choose a specific
solution, for example, by minimizing train delays and reducing passengers’ discomfort. In the computational experiments, an analysis is done of
a blockage on a double track line, combined with multiple entrance delays
on a large railway network with heavy traffic. Several disruption resolution scenarios involving cancellation of services, rerouting, and shuttle
trains are considered, and each feasible plan is evaluated in relation to
travel times, frequency of services, and delay propagation.

The continuous growth in the frequency of passenger and freight
railway traffic is increasing the pressure on railway companies.
Improvement of the reliability of rail transit operations is based on
the design of robust timetables that should be able to deal with minor
perturbations (i.e., a few minutes of delays) occurring in real time by
using smart planning rules and time reserves. However, no reasonable railway plan is robust or reliable enough in the case of technical
failures and other disturbances (such as large train delays, reduced
operating speeds, bad weather, and temporary unavailability of some
routes). Those disrupted traffic situations may seriously influence the
running times, dwelling, and departing events of trains, thus causing nonscheduled waiting times and longer running times (1–3).
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FIGURE 1   Example of emergency timetable in the Netherlands. (Source: ProRail.)

This paper presents an assessment of disruption resolution scenarios inspired by the concept of emergency timetables. The goal is
to create railway plans able to recover seriously disturbed traffic conditions in large networks. The optimization-based train dispatching
support system known as ROMA (railway optimization by means
of alternative graphs) is applied for managing railway traffic flows
on a large network characterized by a serious shortage of infrastructure capacity. Multiple performance indicators are investigated to
evaluate thoroughly the alternative plans and support the dispatching
process. Because of the inherent problem’s complexity, the network
is divided into local areas, each controlled by a local dispatcher, and
a network coordinator sets constraints at the border between areas.
The next sections of this paper are organized as follows: first, the
railway terminology will be introduced; second, the literature on
disturbance management on large networks will be discussed; third,
the framework to handle disrupted traffic situations will be given,
together with a brief description of the mathematical models; fourth,
computational experiments on a real railway network in the Netherlands will be provided to simulate the application of the framework
in a laboratory environment; finally, the paper’s conclusions will be
summarized and further research directions will be outlined.

Railway Terminology and Definitions
Safety rules between trains dictate that at most one train at a time
can occupy a block section, that is, a track segment between two main
signals. In accordance with such rules, the sequence of trains can be

modified to limit delay propagation and avoid any deadlock situation.
A set of trains causes a deadlock (circular waiting condition) in which
each train in the set claims a block section ahead that is not available,
as a result of either a disruption or the occupation of or reservation for
another train in the set (4).
A microscopic timetable describes the movement of all trains
running in the network during a given hour, specifying planned
arrival and passing times at a set of relevant points along the route
of trains (e.g., stations, junctions, and exit point of the network).
The microscopic formulation refers to explicitly considering individual block sections, that is, a track segment between two main
signals that may host at most one train at a time. The passage of a
train on a block section is called an operation. The route of a train
is a sequence of operations to be performed in a dispatching area
during a service. Each operation requires a given running time,
which depends on the actual speed profile followed by the train
while traversing the block section.
The minimum time separations between the trains translate into a
minimum setup time (time headway) between the exit of a train from
a block section and the entrance of the subsequent train into the same
block section. In this paper’s terminology, a conflict occurs when two
or more trains claim the same block section simultaneously and a
decision on the train ordering has to be made that will result in changing the running time according to the speed constraints of the signaling system for at least one train. At stations, a train is not allowed to
depart from a platform stop before its scheduled departure time and is
considered late if it arrives after its scheduled arrival time. The resulting train delays are computed as follows. The total delay is the differ-
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ence between the calculated train arrival time and the scheduled time
at a relevant point in the network and is divided into two parts. The
initial delay is caused by disturbances (e.g., failures, entrance delays,
blocked tracks) and cannot be recovered by rescheduling train movements, except by exploiting available time reserves, that is, running
trains at a maximum speed profile. The consecutive delay (knock-on
delay) is caused by the interaction between trains running in the
network during a given time horizon of traffic prediction.
Disruptions are heavy reductions to available capacity, caused
by a train malfunction, infrastructure failures, adverse weather, or
unavailability of block sections of a track. This capacity drop lasts
for a long period of time required to restore the infrastructure availability, and that period can range from a few hours up to days. Under
those conditions, the time reserves in the timetable are not sufficient
to prevent delay propagation.
Literature Review
The task of traffic controllers during disrupted operations encompasses several problems that are quite interdependent, namely, the
problems of crew and rolling stock scheduling and the scheduling of
train movements. With regard to the former, Jespersen-Groth et al.
present a detailed report on models and procedures used to manage
disruptions in Denmark and the Netherlands (5).
The main focus here is the complementary problem of the realtime computation of feasible emergency timetables for a situation of
perturbed operations and reduced railway capacity. Among the contributions in this field, is a centralized train dispatching algorithm with
a train rescheduling pattern language processing system proposed
by Hirai et al. (6). In the case of severe traffic disruptions caused
by accidents that may require the suspension of some train line, the
algorithm is helpful for preparing practical rescheduling plans. On
the basis of actual train schedules of a Japanese railway network, the
authors report that the approach works satisfactorily even if only local
modifications are applied to the original schedule.
Törnquist and Persson introduce a model for dispatching trains
in a railway network with several merging and crossing points (7).
A mixed integer linear programming problem is formulated and
heuristic scheduling strategies are proposed to reduce the search
space by restricting reordering and local rerouting actions. Experiments are presented for various disturbance settings on a Swedish
railway network with 253 track segments traversed by up to 80 trains
for a 90-min traffic prediction horizon.
An exact method has been proposed by D’Ariano et al. for network scheduling problems with fixed train routes (8). The computational experiments carried out on a Dutch railway bottleneck for
multiple delayed trains show that optimal or near-optimal solutions
are found in a very short computation time.
In large and busy networks, distributed rescheduling approaches
(i.e., considering areas that negotiate orders and passing times) might
be used to find feasible train schedules within acceptable computation times, even though the feasibility of global solutions is difficult
to prove because of the myopic views of local solvers. Among the
few papers on this subject, Jia and Zhang present a first approach
based on fuzzy decision making for distributed railway traffic control
(9). A multilevel decision process is described that consists of several
regional decision centers to be coordinated. The test case is a main
Chinese network with 12 stations and 12 trains.
Lee and Gosh report on a decentralized train scheduling algorithm for managing large networks (10). Analysis of a simulated
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network from an eastern U.S. railroad shows that the proposed
approach is stable when compared with input traffic rate perturbations of finite durations, depending on the capacity use, and
unstable under permanent track blockage and communications
link failures.
It is observed that most of the existing approaches do not provide extensive computational assessments and limit their analysis
to simple and not very busy networks, rely on simplified models,
and do not capture entirely the consequences of delays and other
disruptions. In the current traffic control practice, dispatchers have
a limited view of the possible actions to undertake, and decision
support systems (DSSs) would be required that are able to compute
dispatching solutions for large networks and serious disruptions at
the signal control level. Such a microscopic detail is required to
detect and solve deadlocks, and the risk of deadlock in disrupted
situations is relevant and should not be ignored. That is the main
reason for the research proposed in this paper.
This work builds on recent approaches that address the coordination problem for a complex and busy Dutch railway network
divided into two dispatching areas and compares distributed and
centralized systems (11). In Corman et al. the rescheduling algorithms are applied for a preliminary set of experiments on the disruption handling problem (12). During the dispatching process,
multiple performance indicators are to be considered to address
the various needs of the different stakeholders, and microscopic
models are also needed for a detailed evaluation of the alternative
rescheduling solutions.
Disruption Handling Framework
Disruption handling is the management of railway traffic during operations to react to severe disturbances that make the timetable infeasible. The most used modifications of the timetable include canceling
train services over the whole line or part of it (in this latter case, trains
are short-turned in the vicinity of a disruption and directed toward a
shunting area); rerouting train traffic in the disrupted dispatching area
(using a locally available undisrupted track) or in other areas while
still keeping the same origin and destination (when there is at least a
possibility to bypass a disruption via other train routes); and changing
the services provided by, for example, having trains carry out shorter
services and keep rolling stock circulation and crew as independent
as possible between areas.
Figure 2 presents a disruption handling procedure that considers
a given set of disruption resolution scenarios as input to provide a
new plan of operations.
For each disruption resolution scenario, it is assumed that an associated feasible rolling stock and crew management plan is available.
In other words, the feasibility of operations will be recovered by a
sequential approach with respect to the rolling stock, crew, and train
services. The first-level decision is the selection of a set of disruption
resolution scenarios, and the second-level decision is the implementation of a chosen scenario. For the latter decision, a new microscopic
plan of operations is computed such that all trains run safely in the
network and deviations from the timetable are minimized.
The network is operationally managed by the large-scale dispatching DSS divided into local areas of limited size, according to
the general setup of Figure 2. The lower part of the scheme refers to
actual train operations on the tracks. A time–distance graph is used
to visualize a feasible schedule for train operations in each dispatching area. The central part of the scheme indicates dispatchers that
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FIGURE 2   Scheme of disruption handling approach.

take actions at the level of each dispatching area. Their task is
supported by local ROMA schedulers that schedule train movements according to their actual position and speed. The upper part
of the scheme reports the coordination level. A global coordinator is
in charge of ensuring feasibility for the overall network. This task is
supported by a global coordinator module that supervises the lower
levels and makes global rescheduling decisions. The final output of
the DSS consists of a set of feasible operations plans, among which
the dispatchers would choose the disruption resolution scenario
for implementation.
Model of Local ROMA Schedulers
The approach used to reschedule trains in each local dispatching area
is a microscopic problem formulation based on the alternative graph
(13), a job shop scheduling formulation with additional constraints,
and the blocking time theory (14), a recognized method to compute
time separations between operations.
To solve the dispatching problem on each area, the branch and
bound algorithm described by D’Ariano et al. is used (8). The exact
algorithm is based on the alternative graph and computes an optimal
train schedule that minimizes the maximum consecutive delay. This
algorithm uses various speedups based on the infrastructure topology
and algorithmic improvements based on graph properties.
The alternative graph has been used to model and solve train
scheduling problems in several papers for its detailed and flexible
representation of a network (8, 12). Each operation corresponds
to a node in the alternative graph, and the arcs between nodes
are used to model the blocking times. The alternative graph represents the routes of all trains in a given control area; because a
train must traverse the block sections in its route sequentially, a
train route is modeled in the alternative graph with a job that is
a chain of operations and associated precedence constraints. A
train schedule corresponds to the set of the starting time of each
operation. A potential conflict between two trains on a block section is modeled as a pair of alternative arcs for each pair of trains
traversing the block section. A deadlock-free and conflict-free

schedule is obtained in such a way that there is no positive length
cycle in the graph.
Model of Global Coordinator
To solve the network coordination problem, an approach is used that
decomposes the global scheduling problem of scheduling dense train
traffic in a large area into smaller affordable subproblems, which can
be solved independently of each other (11). The local solutions are
then coordinated to obtain a global solution to the original problem.
The coordination level makes use of an aggregated model introduced by Corman et al. for the rescheduling decisions computed for
each local area (11). The model is based on a compact representation
of the information concerning the local solutions, such as a minimum
temporal distance between the entering and leaving of a train in each
local area and the entrance and exit times of each train traversing
area borders. This information is used to build a border graph, useful to check the global feasibility of the local solutions found and
to guide a heuristic coordination procedure to iteratively harmonize
the solutions found by local solvers (11). This results in imposing
coordination constraints on the local schedulers, such as precedence
constraints between trains at border nodes or a particular value for
the exit time from an area and the entrance time in the subsequent
area for a train. Iteratively, each local scheduler computes a new
schedule with such additional constraints until a globally feasible
solution is found, a local infeasibility is found, or a computation time
limit is reached.
Test Case
A real-world test case is considered that is based on a large part of
the Dutch railway network (Figure 3), including the main stations
of Den Bosch, Nijmegen, Arnhem, and Utrecht.
Figure 3 shows the network divided into three local dispatching
areas. The general network layout is a circular shape of about 300 km
in length with more than 1,200 block sections and station stopping
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Arnhem

Utrecht

Nijmegen
Den Bosch

FIGURE 3   Railway network and its division into three local areas.

platforms. The reference timetable is periodic and schedules about
150 trains per hour.
Infrastructure Disruption
and Resolution Scenarios
An infrastructure disruption located on the Utrecht–Den Bosch
line (near Zaltbommel) is studied; it blocks one track and reduces
the maximum train speed allowed on the adjacent track (60 km/h
instead of 130 km/h). In Figure 4 the track blockage is outlined by
the red star along the line between Utrecht and Den Bosch. In the
timetable, 12 trains per hour (six per direction) are scheduled on
the disrupted line.
Managing this disrupted situation may require canceling services
or short-turning trains at the major stations of Utrecht and Den
Bosch or local rerouting to avoid the disrupted track. In the latter
case, trains of both traffic directions have to run on the available
single track and under additional constraints on the maximum speed
allowed for a railway stretch about 6 km long. Another possibility
is to reroute trains globally along a different line that goes from
Den Bosch to Nijmegen and Arnhem to Utrecht, and vice versa. In
this additional case, the travel time for the alternative trip between
Utrecht and Den Bosch is about 40 min longer than the original trip
time, which is 30 min long.
In Figure 4 the scenarios for the resolution of disruptions are identified by the three field code a-b-c; a is the number of trains locally
rerouted to bypass the disruption, b is the number of trains globally
rerouted via Arnhem and Nijmegen, and c is the number of canceled
services. Those disruption resolution scenarios have been derived by
incrementally canceling trains, rerouting trains, or following shuttle
operations.

The following scenarios are based on the original timetable:
• 12-0-0. All trains are scheduled as in the reference timetable,
locally rerouted in the vicinity of the disruption along the only
available track.
• 8-4-0. Four intercity trains and four local trains are still scheduled on the Utrecht–Den Bosch line. The other four intercity trains
are globally rerouted via Nijmegen and Arnhem, that is, their routes
are changed but the same origin and destination stations are kept.
• 8-0-4. Four intercity and four local trains are scheduled on
the Utrecht–Den Bosch line, and the other four intercity services
are canceled, which results in fewer trains running in the network.
The corresponding train units are thus held in the major stations
of Utrecht and Den Bosch, if there is enough spare capacity at the
stations.
• 4-4-4. Four local trains are still scheduled on the Utrecht–
Den Bosch line, four intercity trains are globally rerouted via the
Nijmegen–Arnhem line, and four intercity trains are held in the
major stations of Utrecht and Den Bosch.
• 4-0-8. Four local trains are still scheduled on the Utrecht–Den
Bosch line, and eight intercity trains are held in the major stations of
Utrecht and Den Bosch. The local trains thus serve all passengers.
An alternative proposal for the design of emergency timetables is
based on shuttle services for which trains arrive at the designated station and leave from it to operate a new service in the opposite direction after a turnaround time. Shuttle timetables have been recently
considered by Dutch railway managers, particularly to handle
the risk of countrywide delays that would affect the rolling stock
and crew circulation (e.g., in the case of heavy snowfall). In the
shuttle timetable, (a) train paths are defined as short as possible,
so that the propagation of delays cannot exceed regional boundaries;
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12–0–0

Shuttle-12

8–4–0

8–0–4

4–4–4

Shuttle-8

4–0–8

Shuttle-4

FIGURE 4   Disrupted traffic situation and eight resolution scenarios.

(b) passenger connections might be kept for each trip interrupted
by the disruption; and (c) the circulation plan of drivers and rolling stock units is combined to avoid the inconvenience of trip
repositioning, which may cause further knock-on effects between
train lines.
Next, shuttle timetables are combined with cancellation of services to limit the additional rolling stock and crew units required. It
is assumed that each crew and rolling stock unit has the same circulation and that the shuttle services exploit local rerouting to avoid track
blockage. The following timetables described from the point of view
of the corridor between Utrecht and Den Bosch are considered:
• Shuttle-12. The frequency of services is kept as in the original timetable. Eight intercity services, evenly distributed along the
timetable hour, provide services to travelers, together with four
local trains.
• Shuttle-8. Four intercity services plus four local trains serve
all passengers, the other four intercity trains having been canceled.
• Shuttle-4. Four local trains serve all passengers.
The microscopic formulation of the shuttle services requires the
detailed modeling of shunting movements in interlocking areas.
Also required is the introduction of connection constraints (as in
D’Ariano et al.) between the arrival of train unit and crew and the
departure of the next service (15).
Dispatcher Support Interface
Figure 5 reports a blocking time diagram for Scenario 8-4-0 in
the vicinity of the disruption (represented by the red cross between
the locations labeled Ht and Zbm, in the top part of the figure) as a
support interface for dispatchers. The first 45 min of traffic prediction

is reported on the y-axis because these are most relevant in understanding the short-term effects of delay propagation. The train traffic
on the Utrecht–Den Bosch line is shown on the x-axis (the line is
about 40 km long) of Figure 5. Specifically, the following stations are
considered, from left to right: Den Bosch (Ht), Zaltbommel (Zbm),
Geldermalsen (Gdm), Culemborg (Cl), Houten (Htn), and Utrecht
Lunetten (Utl). The main traffic goes from top left to bottom right,
but there are also trains going from top right to bottom left (highlighted in gray). The latter trains need to run against their normal
travel direction on the only available track.
When solving disrupted traffic situations, the dispatchers can easily detect the delayed trains by observing the long stretched blocking
times. In the example in Figure 5, trains wait in front of a red signal
to enter the single track area. The available spare capacity can be
measured as the time lag between consecutive blocking times. When
there is no spare capacity between the passage of two or more trains
on the same block section (i.e., the corresponding time lag is null),
the trains following may increase their running times on the previous
block sections to avoid a conflict with the other trains.
Performance Indicators
The following performance indicators are considered:
• “Generalized travel time” for a given origin–destination (O-D)
pair is defined as the weighted sum of waiting times at the origin
station (weighted 1.5) and at the intermediate stations (weighted 4)
plus the travel time between stations (weighted 1). As in Wardman,
it is assumed that passengers penalize a long waiting time at a station
more than a long travel time (16).
• “Minimum cycle time” for a given O-D pair is the cycle time
needed to dispatch all timetable services. For the hourly timetable, if
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FIGURE 5   Blocking times for Scenario 8-4-0, Utrecht–Den Bosch
dispatching area.

this time is longer than 1 h, the next timetable hour will be affected
by delay propagation.
• Service frequency is expressed as the number of services for a
given O-D pair in a given time. This is a key factor in forecasting
passenger flows and avoiding overcrowded trains.
• “Punctuality” is the percentage of trains that are running with
at most 3 min of total delay. This is a standard performance indicator
to evaluate the quality of operations in the Netherlands. Train delays
are also considered in regard to total delays and consecutive delays.
• Variations of the required rolling stock (and associated crew)
units related to shuttle or canceled services are considered in the
additional rolling stock units, when compared with the original
timetable.

an Intel iCore 5 2.66 Ghz computer with 4 GB RAM in an average
time of 3 min per scenario.
Table 1 presents a set of performance indicators related to the train
delays for each evaluated scenario. Each row of this table pre
sents the average results over the 30 delay instances. Column 1
reports the reference scenario, Columns 2 and 3 the maximum
and average total delays (in seconds), Column 4 the percentage of
punctual trains, Columns 5 and 6 the maximum and average consecutive delays (in seconds), and Column 7 the variation (positive
or negative) in the number of rolling stock (and associated crew)
units required to run all services. The best value of each column is
emphasized in bold.
The results in Table 1 show that Scenario 4-0-8 is the best for most
of the delay indicators. The other most favorable solutions are 8-0-4
and Shuttle-12, with the highest punctuality score, and Shuttle-4
with the lowest average total delay score. The better delay reduction
obtained for Scenario 4-0-8 is motivated by the reduced number
of running trains (eight intercity train services are canceled). The
better punctuality obtained for Shuttle-12 is counterbalanced by the
larger total and consecutive delays compared with Scenario 4-0-8.
In other words, fewer trains are delayed but delays are greater.
Passenger point of view is considered for a limited set of relevant O-D pairs because of a lack of detailed information about

Assessment of Scenarios
For each disruption resolution scenario, train schedules are computed
for 90-min time horizons of traffic prediction. The disruption is combined with a set of 30 delay instances (maximum entrance delay is
about 900 s and average entrance delay is about 180 s) to study the
combined effect of perturbances. For the evaluation of the various
scenarios, the dispatching system introduced previously was run on

TABLE 1   Delay Indicators for Scenarios of Disrupted Situation
Disruption
Resolution
Scenario

Max. Total
Delay (s)

Avg. Total
Delay (s)

Percentage of
Punctual Trains
(<3 min)

Max. Cons.
Delay (s)

Avg. Cons.
Delay (s)

Additional
Rolling
Stock Units

12-0-0
8-4-0
8-0-4
4-4-4
4-0-8
Shuttle-12
Shuttle-8
Shuttle-4

2,623
3,656
1,513
3,509
1,186
2,477
1,586
1,239

383
444
223
369
213
274
262
211

52
47
65
56
64
65
52
60

1,816
1,024
792
918
616
1,867
780
636

160
110
60
85
44
148
68
49

0
0
−4
−4
−8
8
4
0

Note: Max. = maximum; avg. = average; cons. = consecutive.
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TABLE 2   Other Indicators for Scenarios of Disrupted Situation
Den Bosch to Amsterdam

Den Bosch to Utrecht

Disruption
Resolution
Scenario

Service
Frequency

Generalized
Travel Time (s)

Min. Cycle
Time (s)

Service
Frequency

Generalized
Travel Time (s)

Min. Cycle
Time (s)

12-0-0
8-4-0
8-0-4
4-4-4
4-0-8
Shuttle-12
Shuttle-8
Shuttle-4

8
8
4
1
0
1
1
1

5,326
5,506
4,933
8,137
—
6,664
7,249
7,226

4,804
4,348
4,111
4,246
—
4,440
3,874
3,754

11
9
8
4
3
11
9
3

5,731
5,513
5,497
5,258
5,169
5,489
5,658
5,164

4,352
3,958
3,766
3,836
3,698
3,831
3,645
3,562

Note: — = not applicable; min. = minimum.

actual passenger flows in the network. Clearly, studying all O-D
pairs would make it possible to evaluate networkwide measures of
passenger discomfort more comprehensively.
On the space–time network defined by the different train services,
including possible intermediate stops and associated transfer times,
the shortest paths are computed for the passengers of the selected
O-D pairs. In Table 2, the service frequency is reported over the given
traffic prediction time horizon, generalized travel time, and minimum
cycle time for the following O-D pairs: Den Bosch–Amsterdam Central Station and vice versa and Den Bosch–Utrecht Central Station
and vice versa. The former two pairs may include passenger transfers
in Utrecht Central Station. Each row presents the average results over
the 30 delay instances for each evaluated scenario. Again, the best
value of each Table 2 column is emphasized in bold.
Most of the disruption resolution scenarios have problems in limiting the propagation of train delays because the minimum cycle time
is often greater than 3,600 s. This effect is more evident when the
frequency of services is increased. In general, shuttle timetables offer
a better minimum cycle time than do the other disruption resolution
scenarios. Because of the large disturbances and related delay propagation, the train schedules computed for Scenarios 4-0-8, 4-4-4, and
Shuttle-4 are not able to serve all passengers traveling on the Den
Bosch–Amsterdam line within the 90-min traffic predictions. In regard
to the generalized travel time, the combined effect of canceling
services (see, e.g., Scenario 8-0-4 for the Den Bosch–Amsterdam
direction or Scenario Shuttle-4 for the Den Bosch–Utrecht direction)
and rerouting trains (see, e.g., Scenario 4-4-4 for the Utrecht–Den
Bosch direction) produces good results on a specific O-D pair, but
that combined effect cannot be easily generalized to all pairs.
Conclusions and Further Research
This paper applies a state-of-the-art decision support system for railway
dispatching to handle the railway disruption management process. An
advanced disruption handling approach is adopted to compute feasible
train schedules at the microscopic level for exceptional situations. Disruption resolution scenarios and advanced scheduling algorithms are
combined to obtain feasible dispatching plans in a short computation
time, even for large areas with up to thousands of block sections and
hundreds of trains. On each solution, the negative effect of disruptions
is quantified with respect to passenger travel and waiting times, train

delays, punctuality, timetable cycle time, and service frequency. This
calculation would allow the dispatchers to choose the most effective
scenario and the corresponding microscopic plan of operations.
Future research should address the implementation of advanced
interfaces between human traffic controllers and DSSs, on the basis
of key performance indicators for each dispatching solution and
disruption resolution scenario. Multiple scenarios and dispatching
solutions to be evaluated could be automatically generated on
the fly, on the basis of the actual infrastructure availability. Such an
approach could also be used in the planning stage to evaluate the
feasibility and performance of alternative timetables. After the timetable assessment, the rolling stock and crew schedules would also
have to be updated accordingly. Other applications of the dispatching support tool should be the validation of countrywide timetables
and the development of integrated approaches for rolling stock and
crew rescheduling.
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